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#### Graduate Seminars - Fall 2008

**Seminar Topic:**

A historic perspective on strategic technology management

**Abstract:**

The Late 70’s and 80’s were a time of high tension; It was the height of the cold war and under the Reagan administration “Star Wars” or Strategic Defense Initiative technology was being developed under a massive program to produce an anti-missile “shield.” Part of that technology involved the use of early infrared detection devices to identify and track spacecraft. This talk will focus on one element in the system, and the multi-faceted AOTF project that was pursued to produce a demonstration prototype of crucial optical filtering technology. Discussed will be the device itself, the developing organization, and the relative positioning of that organization in the much larger arena of government labs and Rockwell International Corporate operating divisions. Of particular interest will be how interconnected in both a formal way, and also through an informal network (c.f. von Zedtwitz, 4-Layer Model) that led to the identification of critical corporate competencies needed to complete the project. Equally the stakeholders in the corporation, and the government will be discussed.
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